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BahiaResonator mediated microwave thermomechanical behaviors of MoS2 based thin film. In this work, we reported the resonator

mediated microwave-to-thermomechanical sensing response of MoS2 based thin film for the first time. We fabricated a flexible
microbridge resonator (MMR) which consists of a thin metallic film above the thin film thermomechanical material on the flexible
polymeric substrate. A square-shaped MMR with an optimum geometry was used to estimate the real part of the dynamic modulus.

From the thermomechanical behavior of MoS2 based thin film, the resonance frequency and the quality factor (Q) were examined at
the range of different temperatures. The Q factor of the fabricated MMR thin film structure was found to be approximately 1.6 × 103

at room temperature. The resonance frequency of the MMR was examined through the temperature control, and it was found to
decrease until approximately 29 °C, which was further increased to approximately 30 °C. A response of 1.75 MHz/°C was obtained at

room temperature, where the value was increased by two-fold when increased by -2 °C. In conclusion, the device response was expected
to decrease with the increase in temperature, which may be a potential tool for sensing temperature.error[E0277]: the trait bound `(fn
(u32) bool): (static)` is not satisfied --> $DIR/enum_mod_deref.rs:6:5 | 6 | fn read_cstr(e: &_) -> (String, Vec) { | ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the
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